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THE PROBLEM
Currently, EU-28 recycles only 41.9% of the total plastic packaging waste

generated.

Why recycling plastic packaging is an unresolved challenge for

governments? The problem is twofold: on one side, some citizens lack of

awareness and motivation to sort their waste at home. On the other side,

some municipalities lack of the tools and methods to separately collect the

recyclable elements in an economically viable way, these municipalities face

possible sanctions for not complying with EU mandatory targets.

Aware of the situation, the EU is issuing new waste directives with hardening

targets to recover 90% of the total single use plastic.

Additionally, EU leaders have agreed to introduce a levy (or tax) for non-

recycled plastic packaging at a call rate of €0.80 per kilogram (10 x times

current landfill tax).

Technological challenge: City authorities and Waste Services need

economic, scalable technologies to apply the correct incentives policies and

increase their recycling rates to comply with EU legislation



CURRENT PRACTICES 

Reverse vending machine

Why have some communities managed to successfully engage people to sort

waste and return their packaging? The answer is motivation and incentives. The

most successful system is the “Deposit Refund System” -known as DRS- by which

the citizens are refunded a deposit at the return of their waste items. With this

system, recovery rates are dramatically increasing, reaching for example up to 95%

in Germany.

In countries with DRS regulations, Reverse vending machines (RVMs) are the

benchmark to provide incentives for returning beverage bottles and cans. A RVM is

a machine where people can return empty beverage containers like bottles and cans

for recycling. The machine refunds the deposit, paid at purchase, to the end user.

And then, why RVMs are not implemented everywhere, in all cities? First,

RVMs are only valid in regions with DRS laws. They are expensive (+€15K per

machine) and they are not prepared to be in the streets, they precise of a retailer

(supermarket, shop, etc.) to place the machine indoor its facilities protected from

weather and with an electrical supply. Most importantly, they are limited to collect

small beverage PET-plastic bottles (up to 2L) and cans, leaving out other recyclable

items as larger PET bottles, glass bottles, food cans, HDPE-plastic bottles for home

products (like cleaning and personal hygiene) and brick cartons.



THE SOLUTION

Smart Container

Cost efective Reverse Vending Machine

RecySmart is an IoT device adaptable to all type of waste containers with the aim

to reward citizens for their correct sorting packaging waste actions based on

attractive incentives and converting a single container to a cost effective

Reverse Vending Machine.

It is the new Digital Deposit Reward System integrated into the public waste

management collection, helping waste services to increase collection rates to

comply with EU legislation and city authority contracts.



RecySmart ecosystem
How does it work from the citizen’s point of view?

Citizens use the RecySmart Citizen App (or RFID card for those who

prefer) to login and start the returning process. Once logged in, they

can dispose the packages, introducing them one by one, such as

glass, plastic bottles, cans and/or brick cartons, in the corresponding

waste container. The RecySmart device identifies the packaging

material in real-time. Per each packaging item, citizens accumulate

points (tokens) which can be exchanged in our ECO-Market by a

deposit, tax reduction, discounts, vouchers, or any other rewarding

method offered by interested third parties (e.g. City authorities,

Business, brands, retailers, etc). The information of the waste and its

corresponding reward is displayed in the Citizen´s APP in real-time.

All information is sent to our servers using the citizen´s mobile phone

internet connection. Our databases are used by the RecySmart WM´s

platform including time-stamped filling level sensor providing

trustable data analytics to municipal WM Services.



KPI’s RecySmart
RecySmart has a clear benefit for waste management companies but also to the rest

of the stakeholders.

• To allow city authorities to increase recovery rates up to 20-30%.

• Reduce human error, improve the separation at the origin and improve the purity

of sorted materials by 20%.

• Help our clients to reduce the collection frequency thanks to the volumetric sensor

and optimization of the collection routes. We can save up to 30% of the total cost

of the collection fleet a year.

This means that in a medium-sized city of 100,000 inhabitants the economic impact

generated from the recycling of material and the landfilling avoided would rise to

€1.4 M Euros with a meanwhile the environmental impact goes down by 3.500

tonnes of CO2 in 8 years.

Increase 20%-30%

recovery rates

Increase 20%

purity of sorted 

materials 

Reduce 30%

collection costsPayback 3 years



RecySmart device
PACKAGING IDENTIFICATION

GLASS, PLASTIC, METAL AND CARTON BRICK

Water & Dust 

proof 

1.4 years 

battery

Volumetric 

filling sensor
Barcode  

reading

RecySmart IoT device: It has been designed to be easily

installed on the lid of current waste containers thanks to an

anti-theft fixation system totally adaptable to all types of

waste containers. It is the key piece of the solution since is

able to identify the type of packaging material using an

unique patented technology, distinguishing among glass,

plastic, cans and carton brick packages

It can be complemented with a barcode readers, as existing as

Reverse Vending Machine to deploy a cost effective solution

for normal barcode or serialized Deposit Refund System

Additionally, it is explained the other important technical

characteristics:

-Long battery shelf life

-IP 67 to protect the device against dust and water

-Volumetric filling level sensor for route optimization



ECOMARKET Local businesses, city councils and known brands can post and

manage in an easy and quick way all their incentives…for free!

How it works?

1. The entity includes the incentive in the EcoMarket.

2. The incentive is automatically posted in the RecySmart citizen

app.

3. The citizens accumulate points until they can change them for

the offers.

4. They select the offer and a unique code is generated.

5. The citizen goes to the local business and shows the code.

6. The business validates the unique code through the EcoMarket.

7. The citizen receives the discount.



ECO MARKET



PLATFORM DASHBOARD

Main menu



PLATFORM DASHBOARD

General recycling data



PLATFORM DASHBOARD

Container status map

Glass

Temporarily out of

service

0 % Battery

50 % Volume



PLATFORM DASHBOARD

Incidents management



PLATFORM DASHBOARD
Quality feeback on 

waste collection service



Affordable + Adaptable  
Scalable

One device for
all packaging

COMPETITIVE  ADVANTATGE

Other IoT 
devices



SERVICES OFFERED

Initial investment

devices + installation + set-up

Annual fee

software services + maintenanceInstallation Maintenance

Software services: 

Platform + App
Software integration
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